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My assumptions

• You have heard about maturity models and want to know 
more about them

• You want to know which models are the ‘best’

• You want to know how to develop a robust maturity 
model or evaluate one already developed
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Overview
In this workshop, we will  answer the following five questions: 

1

2
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What exactly is a maturity model?

Where did maturity models come from?

What are some leading maturity models?

How are maturity models developed?

5 How are maturity models used in practice?



What exactly is a maturity 
model?
MINI-MODULE #1



Key attributes that
characterise

organisational
elements 

Defined stages or levels

Assess effectiveness of 
organisational processes

Use multiple dimensions

Progress through the 
stages, building 

capability

An overview of the maturity model



Structure of maturity models

Level-based 

Include several key attributes or 

dimensions, such as ‘leadership’, ‘audits and 

reviews’, ‘incident investigation’

Descriptors

Each level has a summary of the key 

characteristics or capabilities that are 

apparent at that level.

Summary of characteristics

Each level has its own label such as 

‘pathological’ or ‘generative’

Multi-dimensional

Each ‘cell’ within the level X dimension 

framework has an overview of the 

nature of the activity you would 

observe or assess

Description of activity

Maturity models typically have 5 levels 

of performance or capability



Positioning maturity models within the safety culture space

Fits within the third area of safety culture – the 

‘pragmatic’ view

Grounded in practice and expert opinion/advice

Primarily directed at the future, and what 

can/should be changed in the organisation

Typically concentrate on structure and process –

shaping culture and ultimately behaviour







What maturity models have 
you encountered?



Where did maturity models 
come from?
MINI-MODULE #2



Organisational
science and safety

culture – 1990s

Tayloristic notions of
WAI and prescription

Total quality management
from 1930s

Quality management
maturity grid in 1979

Software development
1980-90s

An overview of the maturity model





Some cautions about safety culture maturity

Best suited to process/system, or practices 

maturity

Questionable that beliefs can be 

compartmentalised into categories

Impossible to assess shared beliefs with the 

levels of accuracy required by a maturity model



What are your thoughts 
about maturity models? 

When are they useful/less 
useful?



What are some leading models 
of safety maturity?
MINI-MODULE #3



Westrum’s model

What is culture? 

Personal power, needs, and glory; 

information used as a political tool or 

personal resource. Find a scapegoat

Importance of leaders

Information flow is very important for 

safety-critical organisations; failures of 

information flow feature in accident 

analysis

Information is key

Leaders’ preoccupations shape the 

priorities of employees in the 

organisation

Three cultural patterns

The organisation’s collective 

programmed responses to problems 

and opportunities

Rules, positions, and departmental turf. 

Achieve justice for wrongdoing

Concentration on mission and 

objectives/goals; get the information to the 

right person at the right time. Learning and 

improvement.



Cognition & 
Behaviour

Awareness

AlignmentEngagement Interviews

Cultural types and their effects

Full potential 

reached, conscious 

enquiry, speaking up, 

independent thought 

and creativity

Cultures create 

climates that shape 

thinking and 

behaviour

Identification of 

group goals and 

achieving buy-in

Heedful interactions 

– needs of others 

considered, keeping 

people ‘in the know’



Westrum’s model



Important caveats from Westrum

Relationship with performance is statistical not 

deterministic

There are many organisations that are effective 

but not generative

Do you need to understand beliefs or will 

perceptions, values, priorities be enough?

Represents only a portion or slice of the broader 

organisational culture



The ‘safety culture ladder’

What is culture? 

A safety information system that collects 

and disseminates 

Beyond the plateau

Communication, practically – reporting 

of incidents and hazards – is a hallmark 

of safe organisations

Information is key

Continued performance improvements 

require organisations to focus on 

safety culture – substitute for 

supervision and driving motivation

Based on Reason’s elements

The ability of organisations to deal with 

risks and hazards so to avoid damage 

but also achieve their goals

Has a reporting culture where people 

speak up

Culture of trust where acceptable 

behaviour is rewarded but there is a clear 

line for unacceptable behaviour

Flexible – can reconfigure structure in the 

face of demands

Able to analyse integrity of safety system 

and courage to make changes where 

required



The five levels on the ladder

Pathological

Reactive

Calculative

Proactive

Generative

Who cares as long as we aren’t caught?

Safety is important, but only after an incident

We have systems in place to manage hazards

We anticipate problems before they arise

Safety is integrated



How was it developed?

In-depth interviews with 26 senior oil and gas 

executives across multiple companies in Texas

Questions aligned around elements of safety 

management systems

Resulted in 11 tangible and 7 intangible 

dimensions, each with 5-level descriptors

Asked to describe how an oil and gas company 

would function at each level of the model 



Ladder dimensions

Tangible

• Benchmarking

• Audits

• Incident reporting and investigation

• Hazard reports

• Work planning

• Contractor management

• Competency and training

• Work-site job safety

• Checking/supervision

• Size/status of safety team

• Recognition and rewards

Intangible

• Who causes accidents?

• What happens after accidents?

• Safety meetings – atmosphere

• Safety/profitability

• Management communication

• Care for colleagues

• Purpose of procedures



Where do you think your 
organisation is at on the 

ladder? Why?



5-minute break
REST PAUSE
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How are maturity 
models developed?
MINI-MODULE #4



Development activities

Identify and select an appropriate theoretical 

framework

Literature review to identify the core 

dimensions within each level

Consultation with subject matter experts to gain 

validity and robustness

Interviews with employees to build out the level 

descriptors



Methods to build the maturity model

Literature Review

Delphi Method
Modelling 

Workshop

Testing & 

Validation

Critical Incident 

Interviews



Literature review + interviews

• Scanning the safety culture literature within your specific 
industry to identify suitable dimensions

• Alternatively, base the dimensions off a Safety 
Management System standard or other audit 
tool/framework (triangulation)
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Delphi Method

• Uses a group of participants specially selected for their particular expertise on a 
topic.’

• Often conducted across a series of two or more sequential questionnaires known 
as ‘rounds’. 

• It employs an initial ‘idea generation’ stage, in which panellists are asked to identify 
the range of salient issues.

• It collates ideas from Round 1 to construct the survey instrument distributed in 
subsequent rounds.

• It has an evaluation phase (third or further rounds) where panellists are provided 
with the panel’s responses and asked to re-evaluate their original responses.

• It is interested in the formation or exploration of consensus, often defined as the 
number of panellists agreeing with each other on questionnaire items.
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Critical incident technique

• Developed during WW2 to help with pilot performance and selection processes

• Has since expanded to other areas 

• Focus or aim: “Please focus on situations at work where safety is most important”

• Criteria checks: “What types of safety-critical work do you perform”

• Context: “Think of a time when safety was of the utmost importance in your role – what was 
happening”

• Incident: “Describe an incident or event where something happened that significantly 
affected safety on the job”

• Criteria checks: Mentions of systems, structures, processes, behaviours

• Clarification: “What affected safety the most/least”

• Probing: “Any more notable incidents”
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Modelling workshop 

• Develop themes (dimensions) and example behaviours from first 
stage

• 1. Give SMEs randomized descriptions and ask them to sort into 
dimensions

• 2. Calculate agreement statistics – identify which had suitable 
agreement, remove those that don’t

• 3. Give SMEs the descriptors under each dimension, and rate 
their effectiveness – mean effectiveness scores used to place 
descriptors on the level spectrum (check variance)



Face Validity

Convergent
Validity

Content 
Validity

Discriminant
Validity

Interviews

Validity

Distinguished from 

other dissimilar 

measures (e.g., 

engagement survey, 

personality 

assessment); experts 

agree it is distinct

Experts review and 

provide general 

feedback

Experts review 

dimensions and 

items, specific 

feedback

Correlates/aligns 

with a similar 

measure e.g., audits 

or safety climate 

scale



How confident do you feel 
to develop your own 

maturity model?



How are maturity models used 
in practice?
MINI-MODULE #5



Pitfalls of maturity models

Often lacking underlying theory – unclear what 

mechanisms drive improvement

Can be misleading/simplification when used in 

isolation

Can we even describe cultures in this way?

Many existing models lack rigorous tests of 

validity



Strengths of maturity models

Process more important than the outcome –

creates participation across workforce

Flexibility and customisation potential

A conversation starter – structure to guide 

questioning

Strategic decision-making tool



An alternative

• The Safety Climate Assessment Tool (Probst, 2019)

• Can be based on dimensions from a quantitative survey

• Developed in the construction industry

• Workshop with managers, followed by research team 
consensus model: define dimensions, develop rough 
indicators, refine indicators.

• Moderate correlations between survey and incident rates 
(-0.30)
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Defining 
objectives and 

support

Safety Climate 
Survey

Interviews
Maturity 
Model & 

Focus Groups
Interviews

Putting it all together

Use the maturity 

model to guide 

discussions around 

survey results; align 

the maturity model 

with your WHS 

strategy

What are the aims of 

your safety culture 

project? Do you have 

support?

Develop a ‘rich 

picture’ of what’s 

going on in your 

organisation; identify 

key dimensions/ 

variables

Craft a custom 

survey; measure a 

baseline against 

which future 

progress can be 

determined



What was helpful/useful 
about these safety culture 
workshops? What did you 

learn?



Thank you
INFO@THECULTUREEFFECT.COM.AU
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